
 
 

 

PRIMAVERA DEI TEATRI  
n u o v i  l i n g u a g g i  d e l l a  s c e n a  c o n t e mp o r a n e a  

 

Castrovillari   
27 maggio - 2 giugno 2018 

XIX edizione  

 

SHOWS 
 

SUNDAY 27th OF MAY  

h. 1:00 pm | Sala Varcasia 

TEATRO DELLE ARIETTE  

Attorno a un tavolo - piccoli fallimenti senza importanza (70’) national premiere   

* booking necessary 

Produced by Paola Berselli and Stefano Pasquini 

directed by Stefano Pasquini 

with Paola Berselli, Maurizio Ferraresi and Stefano Pasquini 

lights and sound by Massimo Nardinocchi 

scenic and costume designer Teatro delle Ariette 

management Irene Bartolini 

press and communication Raffaella Ilari 

production Teatro delle Ariette 2018 

  

On a shared scene, around a wide table, three actors are preparing dinner: they tell stories, talking 

about irrelevant failures and concerns of our present. They do it with a smile, no dramas. In this play, 

autobiographic themes regarding the connection between men and raw materials return, questioning 

their past and future, searching for a deep communion among actors and audience. Teatro delle Ariette 

turns 20.  Their most renowned show Teatro da mangiare? – starred in Primavera dei Teatri on 2001 

– It has already encored 1000 performances. On 2017, the Deposito Attrezzi, built by the company 

seventeen years ago in the middle of the Ariettes’ fields, It has become officially a theatre. During 20 

years they have searched for a borderline which separates theatre from life. They tried to turn their 

life into an endless performance. Today, around a table, the world meets the actors, taking them to a 



timeless limbo. Now we have to start over. With a promise of not celebrating, nor lying. With the will 

to live of children. 

  

IL TEATRO DELLE ARIETTE is a Cultural Association - born in 1996 thanks to Paola Berselli, 

Stefano Pasquini and Maurizio Ferraresi, - who produces, studies, organises and promotes theatre. 

On the 2000 it has its debut at the Volterrateatro Festival with Teatro da mangiare? The company 

takes its name from the small farm where It’s located: le Ariette (Serravalle Manor, now Valsamoggia 

in the district of Bologna). In 1997 at Seravalle Manor, the company produces the project A Teatro 

Nelle Case which spreads, in the next years, to Bazzano and Monteveglio. During the summer of 

1999, in the middle of the Ariette’s fields, the company builds the Deposito Attrezzi, a rural building 

for the theatre. From 2001 they become a professional theatrical company. From 2003 their work is 

recognised and supported by the Region of Emilia Romagna and the district of Bologna. From 2015 

the company curates Territori Da Cucire project. On 2017 the Deposito Attrezzi becomes officially 

a theatre. 

 

 

 

h. 06:30 pm | Sala Consiliare  

ARMAMAXA TEATRO / PAGINEBIANCHETEATRO  

Icaro Caduto (70’) national premiere 

Written by Gaetano Colella 

with Gaetano Colella 

Directed by Enrico Messina 

costumes Lisa Serio 

lights Loredana Oddone 

sound Raffaele Bassetti 

technical director Francesco Dignitoso 

management Mary Salvatore 

produced by Armamaxa teatro / Paginebianche teatro 

  

This is the story about Dedalo and Icaro getting separated from the Myth in order to tell a timeless tale: a 

complex bond between father and son. Icaro achieves, by reaching the sun, a twofold goal: failing his father’s 

plan and, eventually, expressing himself. As though we all do when we decide to cut our family bond off. The 

boy isn’t dead after the crush. A fisherman finds Icaro and he decides to take care of him in a small village of  

Puglia. He’s surrounded by people who are curious to see a real angel. When he finally opens his eyes no one 

notice his anger. Where is his mom who used to begin Minos to give her son back to her? Where is his father 

now, Dedalo, who’s always placed his work above Icaro?  

 

ARMAMAXA TEATRO. Born in 1998, Armamaxa has built an artistic path strongly linked to the present. 

Shows: 1981, La Diritta Via (with the ex-magistrate Giuliano Turone) and Croce e Fisarmonica dedicated to 

Don Tonino Bello. Since 2008 Armamaxa finds its “home” at the Theatre of Ceglie Messapica, with the project 

Teatri Abitat in Puglia. In 2017, Enrico Messina, Gaetano Colella e Daria Paoletta from Compagnia Burambò, 

came out with an artistic project called PagineBiancheTeatro. 

 

GAETANO COLELLA. raised in Le Belle Bandiere company, he’s an actor, playwright and director who 

has a strong partenrship with Elena Bucci and Marco Sgrosso,. During his experience he had important works 

with Claudio Morganti, Emma Dante, Maurizio Viani and, recently, with Mimmo Borrelli in La Cupa. He won 



a prize called Premio Scenario in 2005 with the place Il Deficiente. From 2010 to 2017 he’s the artistic director 

of Teatro C.R.E.S.T. (Taranto) together with Clara Cottino. He’s the author of many shows such as Capatosta, 

a pledge to ILVA matter, directed by Enrico Messina. He worked also in cinema and television. 

  

ENRICO MESSINA in an actor, director and playwrite as well as founder of Armamaxa,. He built his carrer 

on storytelling during the 90s at the Teatro Sole of Milan, working together with Sotiguy Kouyatè (from the 

Atelier Gare du Nord of Peter Brook) and  Ymako Teatri of Abidjan in Ivory Coast. A work which leaded to 

The Frenzy of Orlando. Since 2008 is the artistic director of Residenza Teatrale in Ceglie Messapica. Shows: 

Braccianti, Mammaliturchi, Croce and Fisarmonica (winner of Teatri del Sacro in 2013). 

 

 

h. 08:00 pm | Teatro Sybaris 

LIBERO TEATRO   

Commedia all’italiana (80’) national premiere 

Directed and written by Max Mazzotta   

with Antonella Carchidi, Matteo Lombardo, Paolo Mauro, Alma Pisciotta, Francesco Rizzo, Max 

Mazzotta 

technical director Gennaro Dolce  

sound Matteo Mancini  

lights Iris Balzano  

costumes Rita Zangari  

assistant director Ilaria Nocito  

management Iris Balzano  

photography, backstage Antonella Carchidi  

  

Setting in a studio of an hypothetical Cinecittà, a crew is shooting a movie called “Il riscatto” by 

virtue of which they want to raise and ransoming our Commedia all’Italiana. It’s the experimental 

director Tommy Mix who has to accomplish this task. He is a contentious artist well known in his 

entourage. This mis-en-scene generates two dimensions: comedy within cinema. These two worlds 

are interlaced till their crush. Tommy Mix fails like all the other characters of the italian comedy. 

He’s unable to manage his art which will burn his mind and soul. 

  

LIBERO TEATRO sets up at the end of the 90s by the actor and director Maxmilian Mazzotta – graduated 

in 1995 at the acting school of Milan – Libero Teatro grows inside the university of UNICAL (PTU – Piccolo 

Teatro Unical). Interest of the company is to rework, in a metateathrical key, not only the greatest masters of 

the classic and modern theatre such as W. Shakespeare, S. Beckett, B. Brecht, C. Marlowe, L. Pirandello and 

more, but also original scripts written by Max Mazzotta by using dialects from Calabria. 

 

 

 

h. 10:00 pm | Sala Varcasia 

TEATRO DELLE ARIETTE  

Attorno a un tavolo - piccoli fallimenti senza importanza (70’) national premiere   

* booking necessary 

Produced by Paola Berselli and Stefano Pasquini 



directed by Stefano Pasquini 

with Paola Berselli, Maurizio Ferraresi and Stefano Pasquini 

lights and sound by Massimo Nardinocchi 

scenic and costume designer Teatro delle Ariette 

management Irene Bartolini 

press and communication Raffaella Ilari 

production Teatro delle Ariette 2018 

  

On a shared scene, around a wide table, three actors are preparing dinner: they tell stories, talking 

about irrelevant failures and concerns of our present. They do it with a smile, no dramas. In this play, 

autobiographic themes regarding the connection between men and raw materials return, questioning 

their past and future, searching for a deep communion among actors and audience. Teatro delle Ariette 

turns 20.  Their most renowned show Teatro da mangiare? – starred in Primavera dei Teatri on 2001 

– It has already encored 1000 performances. On 2017, the Deposito Attrezzi, built by the company 

seventeen years ago in the middle of the Ariettes’ fields, It has become officially a theatre. During 20 

years they have searched for a borderline which separates theatre from life. They tried to turn their 

life into an endless performance. Today, around a table, the world meets the actors, taking them to a 

timeless limbo. Now we have to start over. With a promise of not celebrating, nor lying. With the will 

to live of children. 

  

IL TEATRO DELLE ARIETTE is a Cultural Association - born in 1996 thanks to Paola Berselli, 

Stefano Pasquini and Maurizio Ferraresi, - who produces, studies, organises and promotes theatre. 

On the 2000 it has its debut at the Volterrateatro Festival with Teatro da mangiare? The company 

takes its name from the small farm where It’s located: le Ariette (Serravalle Manor, now Valsamoggia 

in the district of Bologna). In 1997 at Seravalle Manor, the company produces the project A Teatro 

Nelle Case which spreads, in the next years, to Bazzano and Monteveglio. During the summer of 

1999, in the middle of the Ariette’s fields, the company builds the Deposito Attrezzi, a rural building 

for the theatre. From 2001 they become a professional theatrical company. From 2003 their work is 

recognised and supported by the Region of Emilia Romagna and the district of Bologna. From 2015 

the company curates Territori Da Cucire project. On 2017 the Deposito Attrezzi becomes officially 

a theatre. 

 

 

 

h. 10:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria 

OFFICINA TEATRO  

Amore ricucito (75’) *WARNING: older audience 

Written by Anthony Neilson 

Directed by Gaddo Bagnoli 

with Mirko D'Urso and Ylenia Santo 

assistant director Eleni Marangakis  

tecnica Irradia Lugano  

a production Officina Teatro 

  

Amore Ricucito is a shocking script written by Anthony Neilson about the obsessions of a couple who 

wants to turn their love story into a family. Between psychological violence, erotic games and a 



twisted timeline, they are questioning themselves on how their lives could have been if they would 

have made different decisions. This endless conflict is eventually tied to the people we love: kids, 

lovers, parents all those bonds meet our humanity. A dramatic statement against loneliness.  

 

 

OFFICINA TEATRO. Built thanks to the actor and directos Mirko D'Urso, this company born in 

2007 and is part of MAT, Movimento Artistico Ticinese since September 2008. Officina Teatro i also 

member of TASI (Teatri Associati della Svizzera Italiana). Productions: Status Single (2007) host by 

Nuovostudiofoce of Lugano in 2007 as well as 2008; A-Mors (2007) of Egidia Bruno and Mirko 

D’Urso, performance displeyed at Teatro Foce di Lugano in 2007 (Rassegna DGE) and in 2008 

(Rassegna Teatri Possibili); Von Herbst vom Odem (2007); Innocente (2010), written and directed by 

Mirko D’Urso at Teatro Foce of Lugano in 2010 (Stagione Home), in 2011 at Rassegna MAT; 

Risvegli (2011) written and directed by Mirko D’Urso performing with Elizabeth Annable, Nadia 

Calzolaro, Margherita Coldesina, Fabio Doriali, Claudia Lombardi and Heidi Waelti; Le Relazioni 

Pericolose (2012 - Teatro Foce of Lugano in 2012 - Stagione HOME) and also at Teatro Paravento 

of Locarno (2012) e Desaparecidos (2014), directed by Mirko D’Urso and performed by Lidia 

Castella, Mirko D'Urso, Sara Marconi, Luca Spadaro (since 2015, Jacopo Costantini) and Stefano 

Vinacci, performace displayed in Italy at Teatro della Cooperativa of Milano in 2014. 

 

 

 

 

MONDAY 28th OF MAY  

h. 1:00 pm and 10:00 pm | Sala Varcasia 

TEATRO DELLE ARIETTE  

Attorno a un tavolo - piccoli fallimenti senza importanza (70’) national premiere   

* booking necessary 

Produced by Paola Berselli and Stefano Pasquini 

directed by Stefano Pasquini 

with Paola Berselli, Maurizio Ferraresi and Stefano Pasquini 

lights and sound by Massimo Nardinocchi 

scenic and costume designer Teatro delle Ariette 

management Irene Bartolini 

press and communication Raffaella Ilari 

production Teatro delle Ariette 2018 

  

On a shared scene, around a wide table, three actors are preparing dinner: they tell stories, talking 

about irrelevant failures and concerns of our present. They do it with a smile, no dramas. In this play, 

autobiographic themes regarding the connection between men and raw materials return, questioning 

their past and future, searching for a deep communion among actors and audience. Teatro delle Ariette 

turns 20.  Their most renowned show Teatro da mangiare? – starred in Primavera dei Teatri on 2001 

– It has already encored 1000 performances. On 2017, the Deposito Attrezzi, built by the company 

seventeen years ago in the middle of the Ariettes’ fields, It has become officially a theatre. During 20 



years they have searched for a borderline which separates theatre from life. They tried to turn their 

life into an endless performance. Today, around a table, the world meets the actors, taking them to a 

timeless limbo. Now we have to start over. With a promise of not celebrating, nor lying. With the will 

to live of children. 

  

IL TEATRO DELLE ARIETTE is a Cultural Association - born in 1996 thanks to Paola Berselli, 

Stefano Pasquini and Maurizio Ferraresi, - who produces, studies, organises and promotes theatre. 

On the 2000 it has its debut at the Volterrateatro Festival with Teatro da mangiare? The company 

takes its name from the small farm where It’s located: le Ariette (Serravalle Manor, now Valsamoggia 

in the district of Bologna). In 1997 at Seravalle Manor, the company produces the project A Teatro 

Nelle Case which spreads, in the next years, to Bazzano and Monteveglio. During the summer of 

1999, in the middle of the Ariette’s fields, the company builds the Deposito Attrezzi, a rural building 

for the theatre. From 2001 they become a professional theatrical company. From 2003 their work is 

recognised and supported by the Region of Emilia Romagna and the district of Bologna. From 2015 

the company curates Territori Da Cucire project. On 2017 the Deposito Attrezzi becomes officially 

a theatre. 

 

 

 

h. 07:00 pm | Sala Consiliare 

ANGELO COLOSIMO  

Simu e Pùarcu (60’)  

Written and performed by Angelo Colosimo 

directed Roberto Turchetta 

lights Nicola Caccetta 

music Marianna Murgia 

photography Feresh Bottega from Imagini  

management Massimiliano Girvasi 

production Wobinda 

 

 

The very last tale of a trilogy by Angelo Colosimo about the unsolved case of Santino Panzarella’s death 

connected to the local mafia. Simu and Puarcu  are on this case. This big family gathers around the countryside 

to kill a pig, a ritual for farmers. The Myth of Atreus intertwines with revenge, “blood demands blood”. A 

vendetta which affects all the following heirs. Power is held by the kins. Every single one has a role. Just one 

rule: everyone pays the price for their mistakes, even though you’re right.  

 

ANGELO COLOSIMO. Born in Calabria and graduated at DAMS of Bologna. In 2001 attends classes of 

Improvisational Theatre with Associazione Culturale Belleville, partenership that stays afterwards with Teatro 

Ragazzi. In 2007 joins the acting school of Teatro Due of Parma working with Valerio Binasco, Claudio 

Longhi and Walter Moli. In the same year starts a collaboration with Francesco Brandi, thanks to a play called  

Tutta colpa degli uomini with Margot Sikabonij. Among his experiences: Storie Naturali, Il vecchio 

innamorato, a pledge to Bologna Bologna 150 (2011) and Dozza un Uomo (al) Comune. In 2012 it’s time for 

Bestie Rare (demi drama in dialect) – written and performed by Colosimo and directed by Roberto Turchetta 

– finalist of CassinoOFF Award and winner of Premio Brisa. HTLM HamleT Last Minut (2016) writtend and 

directed by Francesco Brandi. In 2015 Colosimo wrote and performed L’Agnello di Dio, pledge to Annibale 

Ruccello, finalist play at  Premio Testori. 

    



ROBERTO TURCHETTA. Born in Pontecorvo in 1977, in 2006 gets graduated in Film Studies at La 

Sapienza of Roma. From 1997 to 1999 attends acting classes at Teatro Azione supervised by C. Censi e I. Del 

Bianco a Roma. Partecipa al Corso di perfezionamento L' Arte dell' Attore nella Drammaturgia 

Contemporanea (Teatro Stabile – Bolzano). He work sas actor and assistant director in many productions next 

to Valerio Binasco, Ottavia Piccolo, Giole Dix, Sergio Fantoni, Sergio Basile, Riccardo Scamarcio,   Andrea   

Giordana,   Francesco Brandi and many more. He also works in movie productions under the direction of 

Antonio e Andrea Frazzi. He’s the lead actor in Sei pezzi Facili by Claudio Cicala for RAI CINEMA 

 

 

 

h. 08:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria 

COMPAGNIA TEATRALE PETRA  

Per prima cosa (50’) national premiere 

performed by Antonella Iallorenzi, Fabrizio Pugliese   

written and directed by Fabrizio Saccomanno   

lights and scenography Angelo Piccinni 

production Compagnia Teatrale Petra   

in collaboration with Ura Teatro   

produced with the support of  Residenza Teatrale di Novoli - Associazione Principio Attivo Teatro - Factory 

Compagnia Transadriatica  

 

Per prima cosa is a report against Capitalism. The lead characters are two siblings who stare at a world that is 

going to collapse. Inside their “prison home” they dream about a whole new world full of dreams and hopes. 

They hope for a better future without seeing it. He decides to inform a “secretary” about this hard status, 

expressing his thoughts. 

 

COMPAGNIA TEATRALE PETRA. Born on December 2011 in Satriano di Lucania (PZ) thanks to 

Antonella Iallorenzi and Angelo Piccinni. Strong of their experience in theatre, they decide to create a project 

which gives them a creative freedom. Even though it has a national profile the company wants to be settled in 

Lucania. Their goal is to promote shows for kids and adults with a support of acting labs. In 2015 Compagnia 

Teatrale Petra receives a recognition by Piano Regionale dello Spettacolo. In 2017 the company takes part to 

Coordinamento Nazionale Teatro in jail and C.RE.S.CO.  

 

FABRIZIO PUGLIESE. Actor, director and art therapist, he deals with theatrical training with children, 

teachers and the disableds. With Per Obbedienza, a show written by Francesco Niccolini and Pugliese and 

directed by Fabrizio Saccomanno, he won the I Teatri del Sacro call. In 2015 together with Saccomanno he 

founded the company URA Teatro. 

 

FABRIZIO SACCOMANNO. Actor, director and theatrical pedagogue, after been graduated in Cultural 

Anthropology at the University of Rome, he directed for many years the theatre school of Cantieri Teatrali 

Koreja "Pratica in cerca di teoria". On the same year he supervised several workshops in schools and prisons. 

On May 2015 he founded, together with Fabrizio Pugliese, the company URA Teatro which also deals with 

training and theater community in various locations of Salento. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TUESDAY 29th OF MAY  

h. 07:00 pm | Sala Consiliare  

TEATRO DEI BORGIA  

Eracle (70’) national premiere  

by Fabrizio Sinisi from Euripide 

with Michele Maccagno 

director Gianpiero Borgia  

 

The subject of this story is our Europe crossed by internal conflicts and riots, enraged by the crisis and 

poverty, shaken by terrorism and abandoned by politics, where it seems impossible to identify a guilty. Just a 

single feeling is among people: hate. Amplified by the web, Internet seems to have given birth to a new form 

of violence. A lonely employee decides to make the difference. He calls us to join his game. A radical review 

of the Heracleian Myth and his re-admission to Olympus - this is turned into a modern online challenge, such 

as the blue whale - Heracles completes his path to destroy the Misfit. Eight steps of a grotesque and violent 

social expiation, which it will culminate with an act which is as incredible as spectacular. After Medea Per 

Strada,  Eracle is the explosion of that "violence of the common man" that seems imminent on Europe. 

 

 

 

IL TEATRO DEI BORGIA. The company is managed by the art director Gianpiero Borgia and the actress 

Elena Cotugno (finalist of the Ubu 2017 under 35 prize). Teatro dei Borgia has staged scripts by artists of 

various nationalities, in particular David Greig, Tim Crouch, Matei Visniec, Fabrizio Sinisi, Anders 

Lustgarten, has produced shows in Italy and abroad and has participated in prestigious National and 

International festivals. The latest production of the Teatro dei Borgia: Medea per Strada by Elena Cotugno 

and Fabrizio Sinisi, conceived and directed by Gianpiero Borgia, with Elena Cotugno; Cabaret Sacco & 

Vanzetti, by Gianpiero Borgia written by Michele Santeramo with Valerio Tambone and Raffaele Braia. 

Cabaret D'Annunzio (co-production between Teatro dei Borgia and Italian Drama of the National Theater Ivan 

Zaijc di Fiume), written by Fabrizio Sinisi and directed by Gianpiero Borgia. 

 

FABRIZIO SINISI. Born in Puglia in 1987, he is a playwright, poet and translator. After graduating in 

Modern Literature at the University of Bari, he became a dramaturg of the Compagnia Lombardi Tiezzi, with 

whom he has made more than twenty prose and lyrical performances so far (among the latest Freud e 

l’interpretazione dei sogni). In 2012 he staged his drama in verses La grande passeggiata (Bari, Teatro 

Royal), directed by Federico Tiezzi and the performed by Sandro Lombardi: the script has been published by 

Rodolfo Di Giammarco and Rossella Porcheddu inside the volume New Writing Italia (Editoria & 

Spettacolo, Rome 2014) and he distinguished himself with the Italian Cultural Institute of New York as the 

winner of the Italian Playwrights Project. In 2015 his work Jekyll is among the finalists of the Riccione 

Tondelli Award and the Platea Prize. Since 2015 he has taught Dramaturgy at the Flannery O'Connor School 

of Writing in Milan. In 2016 he began a collaboration as a permanent playwright of the Teatro degli 

Incamminati in Milan and the Bresciano Theater Center. His scripts have been displayed in Croatia, France, 

Great Britain, Italy, Luxembourg, Romania, Switzerland and the United States  

 

GIANPIERO BORGIA. Director and actor – he got a special prize for the National Association of Theater 

Critics 2010 for Come spiegare la storia del comunismo ai malati di mente, by Matei Visniec and a nomination 

for the Total Theater Award, Edinburgh International Fringe Festival, 2007, for Escaping Hamlet, by Natalia 

Capra - He began his training with Giorgio Albertazzi and continued his studies as an actor at the Centro 

Sperimentale di Cinematografia and at the GITIS Master for Foreigners directed by Jurij Alschitz, as a director. 

The commitment to pedagogy and theatrical research has defined his entire path. He founded and directed 

ITACA - International Theater Academy of the Adriatic, the first and only training center accredited by the 

Puglia Region for professional training for performing arts. His numerous shows are produced and presented 

in festivals, theaters and universities in various European countries. He has premiered, after Carmelo Bene’s 

death, one of his writings, Ritratto di Signora del Cavalier Masoch per intercession della Beata Maria Goretti, 

produced by the Festival of Due Mondi of Spoleto. He brought on the Italian scene the first scripts by David 

Greig, Matei Visniec, Mircea Eliade, Anders Lustgarten. Recently he has been hosted as Artist in Residence 



in two prestigious European centers for performing arts and he cooperateswith them in research projects: 

Godsbanen Arhus Denmark - directed by Annika B. Lewis, Troubleyn Anversa Belgio - directed by Jan Fabre. 

 

 

 

 

h. 08:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria  

QUOTIDIANA.COM  

Episodi di assenza 1. Prima che arrivi l’eternità - scienza vs religione (60’) national premiere  

dramaturgy Quotidiana.com   

with Roberto De Sarno, Pietro Piva, Roberto Scappin, Antonella Spina, Paola Vannoni  

set director Roberto Scappin   

production Quotidiana.com, Kronoteatro, Armunia Festival Inequilibrio  

with the support of  Regione Emilia Romagna  Kilowatt Festival, Santarcangelo dei Teatri |Residenze 

artistiche PIMOff |Progetto residenze – Cantiere Moline (Emilia Romagna Teatro e ATER), special thanks to  

Teatri di Vita, Bologna 

 

Scienza e Religione are personified by five characters who will face each other throughout history. All of 

them are inspired by the image of putti. Irreverence and sneer are permanent themes. The group support one 

or the other theory, between points of view, paradoxes, emotions. Is religion really necessary for the human 

ethic? Or ethic is the layman’s, which is disinterested, purer perhaps, who expects neither the divine reward 

nor the punishment of hell? 

13 billion and 700 million years ago, the universe was a "soup" of particles from which everything we have 

today has generated. 

The project aims to reflect on the coexistence of science and religion in the third millennium. Although 

there’re answers that neither science nor religion can give. 

 

QUOTIDIANA.COM. Has been founded by Roberto Scappin and Paola Vannoni in 2003. In 2008, 

with Trilogia dell’inesistente, the company fully expresses its own theater. The first episode, 

Tragedia tutta esteriore, they win Stefano Casagrande prize (Teatro di Vita). The following 

episodes are Sembra ma non soffro (2010) and Grattati e vinci (2012). They’re published by 

L'Arboreto Edizioni, Mondaino. A strong political motivation is the basis of their theatre: facing 

everything from a troublesome point of view. Among their productions: in 2013 Opere di 

ommissione - (la mafia non esiste); L’anarchico non è fotogenico - 1st chapter of Tutto è bene quell 

che finisce bene (2014), best new Italian dramaturgical project at UBU 2014 Prize; Io muoio e tu 

mangi is the 2nd chapter (2015 UBU Prize) and Lei è Gesù is the 3rd one (2016); Santa Pazienza – 

dì qualcosa di sinistro (2016); Pazzi di vita – la follia non è un refuso (2016); Monopolista (2017) 

and Episodi di assenzal_scienza vs religione (2018). 
 

 

 

 

h. 10:00 pm | Teatro Sybaris  

COMPAGNIA TEATRALE OCCHISULMONDO 

La teoria del Cracker (o della vita puttana) (60’) national premiere 

By and with Daniele Aureli 

first Massimiliano Burini 

dramaturgy Giusi De Santis and Daniele Aureli 

director Daniele Aureli 

sound Nicola “Fumo” Frattegiani 

technical assistants Amedeo Carlo Capitanelli e Matteo Svolacchia 

lights Christian Sorci 

production Occhisulmondo 



winner of Giuria Popolare prize at Dante Cappelletti in 2017 

 

La Teoria del Cracker is a tribute to life left by a dying person. In a small village of 900 people, a 

woman gets sick and dies after three years. Not far from it, there’s a town in the heart of Italy which 

has factories and incinerators. In nine years 3736 men and 3089 women got ill. A domino effect that 

strikes an entire country. There are those who are desperate and those who stays indifferent. 

A story with no winners. La Teoria del Cracker won the People's Jury Award at the Dante 

Cappelletti in 2017. 
 

COMPAGNIA OCCHISULMONDO, founded by Massimiliano Burini and Arianna Cianchi, has its 

debut in 2008 together with Daniele Aureli, Amedeo Carlo Capitanelli, Matteo Svolacchia, Daniel 

Anton Taylor and Michele Bigerna, after an intense work. Permanent presences are Greta Oldoni 

and Giusi De Santis. In ten years Occhisulmondo has staged several shows, collaborating with 

national and international realities. Its research aims the study of new forms through the interaction 

between space, body, voice and dramaturgy. 
 

DANIELE AURELI. after his diploma at the Istituto Superiore di Studi Musicali G. Briccialdi in 

Clarinet and later on his degree in Science and Technology of Artistic Production, he trains himself 

at the Mumos Acting School directed by Gastone Moschin, Marzia Ubaldi, Emanuela Moschin. 

Later he studies with: Jurij Alshitz, Mico Cundari, Massimiliano Civica, Jared Mcneill, Francis 

Pardeilhan, Salvatore Romania, Loris Petrillo, German Jauregui. Productions: Quando c’era Pippo  

(finalist for Scenario Infanzia prize in 2012, edited by MTTM edizioni), La Sindrome delle 

Formiche (finalist at Hystrio Scritture di Scena in 2016) and La Teoria del Cracker (winner of the 

Dante Cappelletti Popular Jury 2017) . Author of the book Troppo tardi per gli onesti, out in 2018 

(Alter Ego editions). In 2008 he starts his path with Occhisulmondo as actor, director and 

playwright. 

 

 

 

 

WEDNESDAY 30th OF MAY  

h. 07:00 pm | Sala Consiliare 

PICCOLA COMPAGNIA DAMMACCO / TEATRO DI DIONISO 

 

La buona educazione (60’) national premiere  

with Serena Balivo  

idea, dramaturgy and direction by Mariano Dammacco 

set director Mariano Dammacco and Stella Monesi  

coordination Nicoletta Scrivo 

mnagement Paola Falorni 

press Teatro di Dioniso Paola Maritan and Piccola Compagnia Dammacco Maddalena Peluso 

production Piccola Compagnia Dammacco / Teatro di Dioniso 

in collaboration with L’arboreto Teatro Dimora, Teatro Franco Parenti, Primavera dei Teatri, Asti 

Teatro 40 

supporting by Compagnia Diaghilev Residenza Teatro Van Westerhout, Residenza Teatrale di 

Novoli – Principio Attivo Teatro - Factory Compagnia Transadriatica, Giallo Mare Minimal Teatro, 

Capotrave Kilowatt/Bando Sillumina Siae 2017, Residenza teatrale Qui e Ora 



The company thanks for comparisons Maurizio Agostinetto, Fabio Biondi, Antonio Catalano, 

Michela Cescon, Gerardo Guccini, Valter Malosti, Roberta Nicolai, Lorenza Zambon. Thanks to 

Casa degli Alfieri and Spazio Kor 

. 

 A woman must take care of a young human being, the last heir of her lineage. She has to host him in 

her home, educate him, plan his future and contribute to the creation of a young man. Serena Balivo, 

Ubu Prize 2017 for new actress or performer category, she turns this imaginary woman into a real 

one by sharing with the audience all the steps she takes to accomplish her final task. Will she be able 

to do so? La buona educazione -  dramaturgy and direction by Mariano Dammacco, set designer Stella 

Monesi, -  it asks a few questions: what are the ideas and virtues passed down today from a human 

being to another? What’s their purpose? What are they preparing us for?  

PICCOLA COMPAGNIA DAMMACCO is made up of Mariano Dammacco, author and director, Serena 

Balivo, actress (Ubu Prize 2017), and Stella Monesi, scenographer. Piccola compagnia Dammacco creates 

performances with original dramaturgy and centrality of the actor. Productions: L’ultima notte di Antonio (Il 

centro del discorso prize in 2010), L’inferno e la fanciulla (Giovani Realtà del Teatro prize in 2011), Esilio 

(winner at Last Seen in 2016, Museo Cervi prize, finalist at Rete Critica prize in 2016 and  Cassino OFF prize 

in 2017.  

 

 

 

h. 08:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria 

PROGETTO EUROPE CONNECTION 
COMPAGNIA BRANDI - ORRICO  

111 (60’) national premiere  

by Tomasz Man 

director Emilia Brandi  

with Marco Aiello, Emilia Brandi, Ernesto Orrico, Ada Roncone  

original music by Massimo Palermo  

costums Rita Zangari  

lights Paolo Carbone 

Technical assistant Antonio Giocondo  

coordination Alessandra Fucilla  

advertising Maria Teresa Fabbri 

translate by Francesco Annichiarico 

production Zahir, Primavera dei Teatri in collaboration with Pav- Fabulamundi. Playwriting 

Europe, Comune di Rende, SistemaTeatri UniCal, Ass. Entropia – DAM, Ladri di Luce 

  

111 is a domestic tragedy about the unconscious lack of communication and the inability to meet the 

emotional and physical mutual needs in a family. Mother and Father contribute to this horrific 

situation with their conventions, obsessions and traditions. The main theme is Son’s life, he’s lost in 

various possible developments as an individual, and he’s unable to bind to any human being. His 

impatience and hatred have a slow and inexorable growth. Nothing can stop it. Not even the emotional 

support of his Sister. This production’s point of view is about who stays and finds himself between 

the heavy fragments of memory and the emptiness of the present. 

 

EMILIA BRANDI has refined her training with José Sanchis Sinisterra, Alejandra Manini and 

Riccardo Caporossi. She worked, among others, with Francesco Suriano (Perché il cane si mangia 

le ossa), Cossia-DiFlorio-Veno (Oro, primo Movimento: il viaggio), Teatro Rossosimona, Max 

Mazzotta e Orly Noa Rabinyan. She has directed together with Ernesto Orrico La mia idea. 

Memoria di Joe Zangara. Moreover, she starts a collaboration with Scena Verticale as trainer at 



More acting school and with the chair of English Language and Literature at the University of 

Calabria. 

. 

  

ERNESTO ORRICO is one of the leads of Va pensiero conceived and directed by Marco Martinelli 

and Ermanna Montanari from Teatro delle Albe. Performer also for Scena Verticale in Le tre male 

bestie e U tingiutu. Un Aiace di Calabria. He worked with Centro RAT, Carro di Tespi, Spazio 

Teatro, Zahir, Compagnia Ragli, Teatro della Ginestra, Teatro Rossosimona. He wrote A Calabria è 

morta (Round Robin, 2008), Appunti per spettacoli che non si faranno (Coessenza, 2012) and The 

Cult of Fluxus (Edizioni Erranti, 2014). 

  

ZAHIR was founded in 2006 by a group with multidisciplinary training. It deals with design, 

organization and production of cultural events. 
 

 

 

 

h. 10:00 pm | Teatro Sybaris  

TEATRO INCONTRO 

Benedetta (80’) national premiere 

Written and directed by Mimmo Sorrentino 

with Federica Ciminiello and Margherita Cau 

a production for ‘Educarsi alla libertà’ project patronised by Teatro Incontro, Ministero della 

Giustizia, MiBACT, Rai Cinema, Città di Vigevano, QualityFilm, Fondazione di Piacenza e 

Vigevano, Fondazione Peppino Vismara, Civica Scuola di Teatro Paolo Grassi 

  

Benedetta reveals the woman condition within the criminal organization which nobody knows 

anything about because it slips aways from the news and the hyper-realistic literature. By doing so, 

it opens the doors of poetry around contexts in which poetry has been charged. It’s as revolutionary 

as the fact that Federica and Margherita are playing their characters, deteined for associative crimes 

close to be set free. 

Benedetta waits, despite the crimes suffered, experienced and caused, , mentioning Simone Weil, 

for good and not for evil and that is why it is sacred. Expecting good and not evil is a condition of 

the human race, that’s why we are sacred. Benedetta doubles herself  in order to not being 

overwhelmed by reality, by the nightmare of her condition. However, since doubling before the 

nightmare, the real is a reaction of the human race, Benedetta doubles us by making us live the 

tension of separation and the natural inclination of recomposing. Waiting for this means also 

reassembling ourselves. Thanks to them, a new language has been created to talk about criminal 

organization "whose value - writes Nando Dalla Chiesa - is immeasurable because these women, 

even if they don’t report nor betray, they can become a model for our country» 

 

TEATROINCONTRO has involved in his project not only actors but also people very far from 

theatre, such as: disabled, drug addicts, non-EU citizens, prisoners, firefighters, nurses, terminally 

ill patients, judges, etc. Their teachers were Norberto Bobbio, Danilo Dolci and Italo Mancini. The 

company is often adviced by scientists such as Prof. Vittorino Andreoli, prof. Piergiorgio Odifreddi, 

Prof. Nando Dalla Chiesa. The art director of the company, Mimmo Sorrentino, is a theater teacher 

at the Paolo Grassi School in Milan and conducts high-level training courses at numerous Italian 

universities. In 2014 he won the ANCT-Theaters of Diversity Award. In 2009 the Enriquez award 

for the civil commitment carried out with his theater. Among the shows: Brother Clandestino, 

reported at the Teresa Pomodoro International Prize, a theater for inclusion, and Ave Maria for a 

dead cat, reported to the Ater Riccione Prize and the Ubu Prize. 
 



 
 

THURSDAY 31st OF MAY 

h. 07:00 pm | Sala Consiliare 

PROGETTO EUROPE CONNECTION 
FRANCESCO AIELLO  

Confessioni di un masochista (60’) national premiere  

by Roman Sikora 

director Francesco Aiello 

with Francesco Aiello, Alessandro Cosentini, Francesco Rizzo  

translate Eleonora Bentivogli   

production Teatro RossoSimona, Primavera dei Teatri in collaboration with Pav- Fabulamundi. 

Playwriting Europe, SistemaTeatri UniCal 

 

M is frustrated and unhappy. He is not interested in things that everyone else wants like satisfaction, 

happiness and self-realization. He wants to suffer. He doesn’t care about human rights. At work, he 

is happy when he is bullied by his boss and when he has to work hard for an extremely low salary. 

He doesn’t want anyone to fight for his rights. When he gets social assistance, he asks for his 

abolition. When he works, he asks for longer working hours and lower wages. When he votes, he 

asks for restrictions for people like him: loser and lazy. His life will change when he dreams about a 

Ponyboy who will show him the right way: to sacrifice himself. Then M will understand that the 

only way to achieve happiness is to change reality. 

.  

 FRANCESCO AIELLO was born in Cosenza in 1981. He began his theatrical journey during the 

years of the University with Libero Teatro taking part to many of the shows staged by the director 

Max Mazzotta, including: Il sogno di Lear by Shakespeare, Vuoti di memoria by Primo Levi, Caos 

by Luigi Pirandello, Visioni di Galileo by Bertolt Brecht, Giangurgolo – Principe di Danimarca by 

Shakespeare. He was under the direction of other directors like Francesco Suriano (Arrobbafumu, 

La brocca rotta a Ferramonti, Peer 'u stortu, Salvatore, Cacaticchiu, Gambilonghe e Ferdinando), 

Francesco Marino (I racconti del pinerottolo), Lindo Nudo (Mia Martini: una donna, una storia, 

Amore e Stalking, Calabria, una storia), Anna Carabetta (Foragabbu e meraviglia). In 2013 he has 

also the opportunity to be directed by Eimuntas Nekrošius in Vita di Galileo by Brecht, which was 

staged at the Teatro Olimpico in Vicenza. In 2017 he made his debut as a director / playwright with 

L'incidente – Io sono già stato morto, presented at the national premiere of Primavera dei Teatri, 

with whom he won three prizes at the NoPS Out competition of the Tor Bella Monaca theater in 

Rome. About cinema he works in Fiabeschi torna a casa  by Max Mazzotta, Scale model and 

Goobye, mr. President by Fabrizio Nucci and Nicola Rovito, Racconto calabrese by Renato 

Pagliuso. She starred in several short films, among which we remember Ecco Sorride by Andrea 

Belcastro, thanks to which she won the prize for best actor in  Brevi d'autore competition. 

  

TEATRO ROSSOSIMONA is a company recognized by MiBACT founded in summer of 1998 

thanks to a group of actresses and actors under the artistic direction of the actor and director Lindo 

Nudo. Renewal of the scene, experimentation of techniques and styles, generational change, those 

are the elements of the artistic path by Teatro Rossosimona. Among the productions È il momento 

dell'amore by Lindo Nudo (co-winner of the 2001 Scenario Award), Radio Argo e Ombretta Calco 

by Peppino Mazzotta, Edipo a Terzigno by Fortunato Cerlino. 
 

 

 

 

 



h. 08:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria 

COMPAGNIA BERARDI CASOLARI / TEATRO DELL’ELFO 

Amleto take away (60’) national premiere 

by and with Gianfranco Berardi e Gabriella Casolari 

Music by Davide Berardi e Bruno Galeone 

lights Luca Diani 

production Compagnia Berardi Casolari / Teatro dell’Elfo 

con the support of Emilia Romagna Teatro Fondazione, Festival di Armunia Castiglioncello, 

Comune di Rimini-Teatro Novelli 

Special Thanks to César Brie, Eugenio Vaccaro, Il Teatro del segno di Cagliari, Sementerie 

artistiche di Crevalcore (BO) 

  

Amleto take away is a tragicomic tableau which plays on paradoxes, oxymorons and contradictions 

of our time, always sources of inspiration for Berardi Casolari theatre. Focus is on words becoming 

labels rather than explanations, in a world where everything is overturned, where ethical is a bank, 

missions are peaceful and war is preventive. This path includes Shakespeare's Hamlet. But Berardi 

Casolari’s Hamlet prefers to fail rather than giving up. Looking cool, handsome, number one and 

feeling the envy. To be or fb, this is the question? 

 

  

BERARDI CASOLARI. In 2001, a blind actor, Gianfranco Berardi met the actress Gabriella 

Casolari during working on the production Viaggio di Pulcinella alla ricerca di Giuseppe Verdi by 

Marco Manchisi, with whom he began a common path. In May 2008 the couple of artists founded 

Compagnia Berardi Casolari. Their poetics is recognized as a contemporary theater. Berardi and 

Casolari have always staged original works such as: Viaggio per amore – dal Deficiente a Land 

Lover (Ubulibri, Milan 2010) and In fondo agli occhi (Publishing & Entertainment, October 2013). 

They define their own works as "tragicomedias", in which the misery of life becomes comic. 

Among the productions: La prima, la migliore a production Emilia Romagna Theater Foundation, 

show winner of the Last seen 2017 award of the magazine klpteatro; In fondo agli occhi, under the 

direction of César Brie, Io provo a volare. Omaggio a Domenico Modugno, multi-award-winner at 

the JoakimInterFest in Kragujévac (Belgrade, Serbia); Land Lover, show winner of the ETI - New 

Creativity Award and of the Active Principles announcement of the Department of Transparency 

and active citizenship of the Puglia Region; Briganti, winner of the International Festival of 

Lugano, new dramaturgy section in 2005. 
 

 

 

 

h. 10:00 pm| Teatro Sybaris 

BABILONIA TEATRI 

Calcinculo - questo non è uno spettacolo teatrale (40’) national premiere  

By and with Enrico Castellani and Valeria Raimondi  

Set director Luca Scotton  

scene Babilonia Teatri 

costums Franca Piccoli  

production Babilonia Teatri, La Piccionaia centro di produzione teatrale  

co-production Operaestate Festival Veneto  

  

 

Times are chancing. Images only can’t help. Music can be our saviour or our fuse. Everything is 

fast. Fast food, fast life, fast working but, at the same time, we dream about an happy slow place. 



We stopped voting, but we demand rights for our animals. We decided that expressing our opinion 

within a community is not worth it but we’re ready to talk about anything behind a screen. 

Calcinculo reflects us nowadays. There’s no difference between reality and fiction: we don’t know 

where real life ends and where fiction begins. 

  

BABILONIA TEATRI is managed by Enrico Castellani and Valeria Raimondi. They see theater as 

a mirror of our society and reality. Through new visual and linguistic codes, they want to bring out 

conflicts and tensions with irony and cynicism, affection and indignation. Among their shows: made 

in italy (2008), The end (2011) and Pinocchio (2012) winner of the National Theater Critics Award 

2013. Among the various awards, Babilonia theaters receives two Ubu Prizes, the Vertigo Award , 

the Hystrio Prize for Dramaturgy, the Franco Enriquez Prize for Civil Commitment, the National 

Association of Theater Critics Award and in 2016 the Silver Lion of the Venice Biennale for theatrical 

innovation. Babilonia Teatri, after the national preview of Pedigree (2017) at Primavera dei Teatri, 

returns with a new debut. 
 

 

 

 

 

FRIDAY 1st OF JUNE 

h 07:00 pm | Sala Consiliare  

FORTEBRACCIO TEATRO 

Sei. E dunque, perché si fa meraviglia di noi? (60’) national premiere 

from Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore by Luigi Pirandello  

drammaturgy e direction by Roberto Latini  

with PierGiuseppe Di Tanno  

music and sound Gianluca Misiti  

lights and tech direction Max Mugnai  

assistant director Alessandro Porcu  

production Fortebraccio Teatro  

with the support of Armunia Festival Costa degli Etruschi partnership  MiBACT, Regione Emilia-

Romagna  

  
After I giganti della montagna, moving to Goldoni with Il teatro comico, previously at Quartett by Heiner 

Müller's, Fortebraccio Teatro returns to Pirandello with a reflection on contemporary theater which becomes both 

aim and means. Sei. E dunque, perché si fa meraviglia di noi? is the new step of this journey, a work deconstructed 

from Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore with a single actor on stage: PierGiuseppe Di Tanno, chosen by Roberto 

Latini among almost 500 candidates under 35 for a laboratory / production organized last spring from by 

Orizzonti di Chiusi festival. A project which collapsed due to the dangerous optimism of the artistic director 

and the unconsciousness of local administrators. Latini attempts a dramaturgy by crossing the metatheatrical 

 condition of the six Pirandellian characters, trying to meet them on stage. Claim, needs, along with 

the endurance to the stage are the conditions around which Latini wants to proceed. 

 

  

FORTEBRACCIO THEATER is a theater company recognized by the Ministry of Cultural 

Heritage and Activities and Tourism since 1999. Focus in on the experimentation of the 

contemporary, the reappropriation of the classics and the research of an original scenic writing. The 

company has the artistic collaboration of Roberto Latini, Gianluca Misiti and Max Mugnai. 

Fortebraccio Teatro, under the artistic direction of Roberto Latini, it has managed Teatro San 

Martino in Bologna from 2007 to the spring of 2012. The latest productions: Cantico dei Cantici 



(2017), Hamlet + Die Fortinbrasmaschine (2016), Metamorfosi (di forme mutate in corpi nuovi) 

(2015), I giganti della montagna (2014), Noosfera museum (2013), Ubu roi (2012). Among the 

main prizes and awards: 2015 Premio Ubu Best Sound Project or Original Music to Gianluca Misiti 

for the show I giganti della montagna; 2016 Sarajevo Radio Prize / Sound Of Mess for the show I 

giganti della montagna; 2017 Ubu Award Best Sound Project or Original Music to Gianluca Misiti 

for the performance Cantico dei Cantici.Roberto Latini, artistic director of the company, received 

the Sipario Award in 2011, for Noosfera Lucignolo, the Ubu Award 2014 as Best Actor for the role 

of Arlecchino in Il Servitore di due padroni directed by Antonio Latella, Critics Award in 2015 for I 

giganti della montagna and the Ubu Prize 2017 as Best Actor for Cantico dei cantici. For many 

years he has met actresses and actors through modules of a workshop called L’attore senza 

spettacolo. He directed Teatro San Martino in Bologna from 2007 to 2012. 
  

 

 

 

h. 08:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria 

LA CORTE OSPITALE / PROXIMA RES / PREMIO RICCIONE 

Essere bugiardo (75’) 

by Carlo Guasconi 

director Emiliano Masala 

with Mariangela Granelli, Carlo Guasconi, Massimiliano Speziani  

scene Giuseppe Stellato 

lights Omar Scala 

music Zeno Gabaglio 

assistants director Marta Cagliani, Enrico Ravano   
production La Corte Ospitale, Proxima Res e Premio Riccione 

script winner at 11° Riccione Pier Vittorio Tondelli Prize 

  

A father, a son, a mother and a lie that is no longer enough. Essere bugiardo is a story based on 

having nothing left but memories and strength in dealing with them. The Father drowns into pain 

because of family lack, because of unspoken words and for a past that does not fade and that he 

doesn’t want to forget. Sitting at his kitchen table, he will look for explanations about what 

happened to his family, talking with his wife and son through mourning comedy mechanisms, 

digging into their past, confronting the inability to have a real present. A father unable to be lonely, 

who uses lies to build his own truth. Can we be liars to protect ourselves from pain? Yes, but it 

shouldn’t be enough. Being a liar as the only solution to face reality. Lying makes you feel better 

than speaking the truth. 

  

EMILIANO MASALA, degree in Modern Literature, he has graduated in 2003 at Scuola del 

Teatro Stabile in Turin and in 2006 he has taken part to Ecole des Maitres project. He works in 

theater among others with: Ronconi, Avogadro, Rifici, Latella, Ferlazzo Natoli, Binasco. In 2008 he 

won the Ubu Award for Best Actor Revelation. His first direction is in 2009 with the show Brugole, 

winner of the New Sensitivity Award. In 2015 he directed the show Fuorigioco, starring as 

Konstantin in Gabbiano directed by Carmelo Rifici. 

  

CARLO GUASCONI was born in Codogno (LO) in 1989. He began his training with Francesca 

Mazza Ubu Prize at the Società Filodrammatica Piacentina. He studied at the Proxima Res School 

where he worked with directors like Carmelo Rifici, Lorenzo Loris and Omar Nedjari. He is an 

actor in Geppetto and Geppetto (2016) written and directed by Tindaro Granata, a show winner of 

the Ubu Prize for Best Drama Novelty, Hystrio Twister Award and the Enriquez Prize. As a 

playwright in 2015, he won the 11th Riccione - Pier Vittorio Tondelli Award with the text Be 



Bugiardo. In cinema he takes part to the last project of Ermanno Olmi Sono uno di voi- Il Cardinal 

Martini. 
 

 

 

 

h. 10:00 pm | Teatro Sybaris  

SAVERIO TAVANO / PRIMAVERA DEI TEATRI / FONDAZIONE ARMONIE D’ARTE  

Extremophile (60’) national premiere 

by Alexandra Badea  

director Saverio Tavano 

with Emanuela Bianchi, Filippo Gessi, Andrea Naso 

translate by Rossana Jemma  

scene Valerio Ciminelli, Ginevra Napoleoni, Massimiliano Siccardi 

lights Saverio Tavano 

management Giorgia Boccuzzi 

production Nastro di Möbius, Fondazione Armonie d’Arte Festival, Primavera dei Teatri in 

collaboration with Pav- Fabulamundi. Playwriting Europe, Teatro del Grillo, Confine Incerto, 

Scena Nuda, Dracma 

  

  
A politician at the service of the Minister of Education, while trying to mend the love affair with his 

lover, unknown by his family, between compromises, lies and strategies he is hiding a tragic suicide 

of a professor from the public opinion. A military drone pilot bombs a city in the Middle East 

spreading death from his post in the Nevada desert. He fights with his guilt, trying to avenge his sister 

who died in a terrorist attack in Thailand. A young disillusioned scientist quits university trying to 

pursue a rich career at the service of multinationals. Extremophile is three stories about violent and 

cynical society, which despite the extreme conditions it will still survive. L'extremophile is a 

microorganism that survives and proliferates in prohibitive environmental conditions, it has 

extraordinary ability to adapt in hostile environment. For researchers, extremophile is the primordial 

element of life. 

 

SAVERIO TAVANO is a playwright, director and pedagogue. Since 2016 he is the artistic director 

of the Festival Innesti Contemporanei. His studies go along with Yasmena Reza, Mark Ravenihill, 

Anatolij Vasil'ev, Gennadi Nikolaevic Bogdanov, Alessio Bergamo. He has taught stage drama at 

the Department of Cognitive and Educational Sciences of the University of Messina and also in 

various courses aorund Italy. 

Among his productions: Patres, winner of the Award against mafias of MEI 2014 - winner of the 

Inventaria Festival 2014, second prize of the Cervi Museum, Formiche (Patronage of the Center for 

Sicilian Dramaturgy - winner of the Scritture al Presente Award, in Milan) , La Marcia lunga, 

Special Mention Scintille Award 2015 (Asti-Milan), Eceplast Award Finalist 2016. Filius (Winner 

of the Peitó Project - Regional Cultural Identity Winner of the national contest Miti Contemporanei 

2017). In 2017 he won the audience award at the International Festival of Regia Fantasio (Trento) 
 

 

 

 

 

 



SATURDAY 2nd OF JUNE  

h. 07:00 pm | Sala Consiliare  

AMOR VACUI 

Intimità (60’) national premiere 

Written by Amor Vacui  

director Lorenzo Maragoni  

with Andrea Bellacicco, Eleonora Panizzo, Andrea Tonin  

drammaturgy Michele Ruol 

special mention from th jury aScenario 2017 prize  

  

Intimità is a conversation, an analysis, a show about our tendency to repeat, in our relationships, the 

same behavior. Three actors try to talk about it: why my relationships can not last? Why do I seem 

to anul myself in a couple? Why are not we having sex for six months, my love? Perhaps theater is 

the right place to explore all of this: the actors are looking for themselves and their intimacy. Actors 

and the public know nothing about each other and yet they are both there, seeking with 

determination and love to build a relationship of mutual listening, which takes us also and above all 

outside the theater, trying to build a connection with people who are important for us , with our 

friends, with our families, with our communities. This show, through a story, perhaps love one, 

between actors and the public, it wants to explore the research of a balance between mutual 

understanding. It wants to be an experimental context in which we can compare ourselves to our 

willingness to be or not to be: in intimacy. 

  

AMOR VACUI was founded in 2010 by actors graduated at the Academy of Dramatic Arts (Teatro 

Stabile del Veneto). The company works on themes related to its own generation such as precarious 

work, university experiences, life choices, with theatrical codes often contaminated by 

contemporary culture such as music, video games, TV series. Among the productions: This is the 

only level (2012), Ho un pinguino nella scarpa e due attori nel cappello (2015) and Domani mi alzo 

presto (2016). The company has taken part to national competitions and festivals, winning the Off 

Stable Award of the Teatro Stabile del Veneto (2012), the Bypass Prize and the Audience Award at 

the CrashTestFestival 2015 - comedy times edition, also qualifying itself as finalist at the Argot-Off 

prize in Rome (2012), at the Festival of the Resistance of Gattatico (2013), at the Festival Direction 

Under 30 of the Teatro Sociale of Gualtieri (2014) and at the Festival Storie di Lavoro (2015) with 

the show This is the only level; the company received a special mention at the Young Reality Prize 

of the Teatro dell'Accademia Nico Pepe of Udine (2015) with the show Domani mi alzo presto. In 

2017 their show Intimità receives the special mention of the jury at the 2017 Scenario Award. 

  
 

 

 

h. 08:30 pm | Teatro Vittoria  

PUNTA CORSARA / 369GRADI 

Nella fossa (55’) national premiere 

Written and directed by Gianni Vastarella 

with Giuseppina Cervizzi, Valeria Pollice, Vincenzo Salzano 

scene Armando Alovisi 

lights Giuseppe Di Lorenzo  

costumes Daniela Salernitano  

original music Dario Maddaloni  

exsecutive producer Marina Dammacco, Alessia Esposito 

drammaturgy Fabrizio Nardi, Valeria Pollice 



assistant director Fabrizio Nardi 

in collaboration with ArtGarage Centro Coreografico e delle Arti Performative Contemporanee 

and with NEST Napoli Est Teatro  

production369gradi, Punta Corsara 

  

  

2048. In a specific area in the world. A gravedigger is digging a grave. He’s with a reliable man 

who wears a light suit. He’s not digging. His job is to get the job done on time. They are both 

unaware of the reasons why they’re working on it. For whom, for what, why are they doing it? They 

ask for it but they don’t find an answer until it’s the answer to find them. A secret comes out, 

perhaps a mistake or at least an absurd possibility. A suspended life waiting for a better time. That’s 

when the pit becomes what it really is: a time gate, an escape from the present, a close look from 

which reality seems lacking, breathless, miserable, in a place and a time not too far, in which 

everything and everyone is re-discovering themselves more distant and less human. 

  

PUNTA CORSARA is currently involved with their tour, produced between 2011 and 2017. Six 

works under the direction of Emanuele Valenti - Una commedia di errori by Emanuele Valenti, 

Gianni Vastarella, Marina Dammacco: Il cielo in una stanza by Armando Pirozzi and Emanuele 

Valenti; Hamlet travestie by Emanuele Valenti and Gianni Vastarella; Petitoblok by Antonio Calone; 

Il convegno collective drama; Il signor di Pourceaugnac by Antonio Calone and Emanuele Valenti; 

Io, mia moglie e il miracolo, writtend and directed by Gianni Vastarella. Since 2011, the company is 

supported and produced by 369gradi directed by Valeria Orani. Punta Corsara is the winner of the 

Hystrio Iceberg Award 2017; Franco Enriquez National Prize City of Sirolo 2017; Prized at I teatri 

del Sacro in 2015 for Io, mia moglie e il miracolo; ANCT prize (National Theater Critics Association) 

in 2014, IN-BOX 2013 Award for Il Convegno, Ubu Award New Actor Under 30 in 2012, Ubu 

Speciale Prize and Hystrio Altre Muse prize in 2010. 

 

  

369GRADI. It is a production organization recognized by MIBACT with the general management 

of Valeria Orani and the artistic codirection of Emanuele Valenti – already former director of Punta 

Corsara - who works in innovation, experimentation and multidisciplinarity. Between 2011 and 

2017 they work in Italy with Punta Corsara, Andrea Baracco, Lucia Calamaro, Bartolini / Baronio, 

Echoes project, Bluemotion. From 2015 he began a path of internationalization with the States in 

collaboration with Umanism NY and the Martin Segal Theater Center. In 2017 he started the White 

Rabbit Red Rabbit project of N. Soleimanpour, which holds exclusive rights for Italy. 
 

 

 

 

h. 10:00 pm | Teatro Sybaris  

SOTTERRANEO  

Overload (70’) 

concept e direction Sotterraneo   

with Sara Bonaventura, Claudio Cirri, Lorenza Guerrini, Daniele Pennati, Giulio Santolini 

written by Daniele Villa  

lights Marco Santambrogio 

costumes Laura Dondoli 

sound design Mattia Tuliozi 

props Francesco Silei 

graphic designer Isabella Ahmadzadeh 

promotion Giulia Messia 



production Sotterraneo 

co-production Teatro Nacional D. Maria II nell’ambito di APAP - Performing Europe 2020, 

Programma Europa Creativa dell’Unione Europea 

support Centrale Fies_art work space, CSS Teatro stabile di innovazione del FVG   Comune di 

Firenze, Regione Toscana, Mibact, Funder 35, Sillumina – private copy for kids and culture 

  

1 paragraph. 199 words. 1282 letters. Estimated time 1'10 ''. Can you read this text without a pause? 

Attention is a form of alienation: knowing how to choose what to be alienated to is our focus. This 

is why we always seem to be all lost, searching for something, even when we are just making a few 

imperceptible gestures and we cannot understand who is listening and who is talking, who works 

and who has fun, who really finds something and who is just confused. Did you get to this point 

without moving your eyes away? Really? And is this effort to do one thing only at a time 

unbearable to stand? Look around: how many other things steel your attention? Now look at you 

from above: can you see yourself? The surfaces of the most densely inhabited areas of the Earth are 

covered by a thick fog of messages, images and sounds in which people live, interact, sleep. Seen 

from here our planet just seems too noisy to be sustainable - even glaciers melt too slowly for 

someone to pay attention to. Let's go back to the ground and watch closely: we are all changing ... 

to something faster. 

 

SOTTERRANEO. It is a theatrical collective research born in Florence in 2005. Their productions 

replicate in several of the most important national and international festivals and theaters, receiving, 

over the years, numerous awards including Premio Lo Straniero, Ubu Special Prize, BeFestival First 

Prize. Sotterraneo is part of the Fies Factory project curated by Centrale Fies, from the European 

network Apap - Performing Europe 2010 and it has an artistic residence at the Associazione 

Teatrale Pistoiese. 

 
 

 

PERFORMANCES EVENTS 

 

SATURDAY 2nd of JUNE 

h. 11:30 pm | Protoconvento 

FRANCO DIONESALVI / I NIMBY 

Pianure (40’) 

by Franco Dionesalvi  

with I Nimby, Rossana Bartolo, Franco Dionesalvi  
co-production Festival Internazionale della Poesia di Milano, Primavera dei Teatri 

 

A performance of poetry and music with a multidisciplinary experiment in which the popular poetry 

of Calabria, the Italian poetry of post-avant-garde and rock music cross, collide, chase each other, 

and finally reach a temporary recomposition. 

In Calabria poetry was orally handed down by street poets and singers who knew how to repeate 

mnemonically verses with rhymes or assonance. Sometimes jined by instruments such as the 

accordion. 

In ancient plains, echoes coexist with the contemporaneity and also with the desperate need of a third 

language, of synthesis, in which we can find the universality of emotion. 

 

FRANCO DIONESALVI, born in Calabria, he is a poet and author of numerous books of poetry: 

The valley of thought, Gradiva Publications, Stony Brook, New York, 2014; Black out within Luci di 

posizione - Antologia del realismo terminale, edited by Giuseppe Langella, Mursia, Milan, 2016. He 



is also a performer; in Cosenza he was for five years a councilor for culture, and artistic director of 

the Invasioni cultural festival. Last year he was present at the International Poetry Festival in Milan 

as part of the performance in which, at MUDEC, poets and painters gave life to their works 

simultaneously. 

 

 

I NIMBY a rock band from Catanzaro who have recorded two records in the national circuit, for long 

in concert within southern Italy areas. 

 

ROSSANA BARTOLO. Foreign language teacher, fascinated about the project, she decided to give 

her voice to read the passages of the popular Calabrian tradition. 
 

 

 

 

PRIMAVERA KIDS 

 

SUNDAY 27th OF MAY  

h 05:00 pm | Castello Aragonese 

ART PATACHIPI 

Le magarìe di Giustina (60’) 

Written and performed by Giulia Secreti e Achille Veltri 

director Giulia Secreti  

 

The show, focused on the fantastic world of Calabrian tradition, tells about the sorceress Giustina 

along with the mythological antagonist Pantasima by using proverbs, anecdotes and legends. 

Gleaning from popular wisdom, we witness daring stories, secret potions, tricks and stage games 

which have a magical power to engage and enchanting the audience with a great space of reflection. 

Using recycled materials and aged objects gives value to forgotten things, in contrast with modern 

consumerism. Will Giustina succeed in her challenge? she will reveal it to us from her charming 

home! 
 

ACHILLE VELTRI has graduated in Natural Sciences at the University of Calabria in Cosenza 

where he was born. He is a theatrical artist passionate about street theater (stilts, dyes and body mime), 

founder of the Association of Social Promotion "Art Patachipi". His idea is expressed by the aphorism 

"A day without laugther is wasted" (Charlie Chaplin). 

GIULIA SECRETI was born in Cosenza, where she also lives. She buil her artistic career by 

following workshops and courses at DAMS (UniCal). She graduated in theatrical direction at the 

Academy of Dramatic Arts of Calabria. She works for Teatro dell'Acquario of Cosenza dealing with 

theatrical organization. She signs the direction of the shows for the theater companies with which 

she collaborates. Giulia is the director of the documentary I fili di Arianna, original music by Il 

parto delle nuvole pesante, presented at the Venice Biennale as one of the Calabrian cultural 

products, listing at the National Library of Cosenza. She works on staging of the performance on 

dodimalto.it blog for the show Io do di malto, uno spettacolo di birre who has its premiere at 

Primavera dei Teatri. For several years she combines theater&images to food&beverage, writing 

and creating dishes on the blog. 
 

 

 

 

VENERDÌ 1 GIUGNO  



h. 05:00 pm | Castello Aragonese 

SCENA VERTICALE 

Il diario di Adamo ed Eva  

by Dario De Luca  

from the book of Mark Twain 

with Elisabetta Raimondi Lucchetti and Davide Fasano  

directed by Dario De Luca 

assistant director Gianluca Vetromilo  

costum Rita Zangari 

scene and puppet Angelo Gallo – Teatro della Maruca  

lights and sound Vincenzo Parisi 

management Settimio Pisano, Rosy Chiaravalle 

press Valeria Bonacci 

distribution Radice di due  

 

The battle of the sexes is as old as humanity. That is what Mark Twain discovers by translating the 

original manuscript about Adam and Eve diaries, as he recounts with his usual sense of humor. 

Starting from that "historical" translation, we will tell concerns and the way of thinking of the first 

two inhabitants of the planet, Adam and Eve, who will try to understand each other despite their 

clear differences. We will turn a story of ribs, snakes and apples into a dissertation on the 

relationship between man and woman by using humor and nonsense. 

We’ll have access to the secret thoughts of the first man and the first woman, and we will joyfully 

see that the relationship between the two sexes has not changed so much since God created our 

world. We’ll find out that this couple of Eden is not very much different from any other couple of 

the present, even if they lives in New York, Paris or Castrovillari. Between a thousand arguments 

and opposite points of view, our couple will learn to accept and finally love each other's differences 

and after 40 years of sharing there will be space for tenderness and, in front of Eve's grave, Adam 

will admit: "Wherever she was, it was Eden." 
 

DARIO DE LUCA (director, author and actor) has founded in 1992, with Saverio La Ruina, the 

theatrical company Scena Verticale and since 1999 he’s directing Primavera dei Teatri festival. Since 

2013, along with his company, he has been the owner of Progetto More at Morelli theatre in Cosenza. 

Among the shows: La Stanza della memoria (1996), de-viados (1998), Kitsch Hamlet (2006), U Tingiutu. un 

Aiace di Calabria (2009), Va pensiero che io ancora ti copro e spalle (2014). He is founder and front man 

of the Omissis Mini Òrchestra which he won the Music Against Mafia Prize in 2012 with, thanks to 

the song Il male minore. For several years he has paid particular attention to the world of youth and 

disability with theatrical teaching experiences. His latest work, Il Vangelo secondon Antonio (La 

mongolfiera, 2018), it has been recommended at the Fersen Prize 2017 for Dramaturgy and he was 

also awarded with Tragos Prize for Theater and Dramaturgy 2017 as best director. 
 

 

 

SABATO 2 GIUGNO  

h. 11:30 am | Teatro Sybaris 

ATTORINCORSO  

I musicanti di Brema (50’) 

From the Grimms fable 

Directed by Lucia Catalano   

with Audrey Chesseboeuf, Matteo Lombardo, Carina Minervini, Pavlos Paraskevopoulos, Cesare Vitaliano, 

Fabio Zalles Guido  

drammaturgy  Mariafrancesca Infusino   

original music  Giuseppe Oliveto eseguite da Takabum Street Band  



costum Rita Zàngari  

tailor Patrizia Chiappetta  

assistants Francesca Megna, Laura Scagliola  

lights Francesco Capparelli  

sound Pierfrancesco Minervini, Matteo Spadafora  

production AttorInCorso 

 

Can friendship and music save the lives of four animals rejected by their masters? This is the main 

question of I musicanti di Brema, a fairy tale by Grimms that has as protagonists a dog, a cat, a 

donkey and a. Rejected by the world who they have dedicated an entire existence to, the four 

animals are facing with a crossroads: accepting a lonely end or identifying an alternative way. They 

decide to try second option by using a common passion: music. AttorInCorso builds a colorful and 

entertaining staging, with four unforgettable characters, sometimes stubborn, sometimes frightened, 

often in disagreement with each other, but always determined to look for a happy ending. Simple 

language and great music make the show suitable even for younger children, opening up to different 

points of reflection such as: friendship and redemption through art. 

 

ATTORINCORSO was founded in 2005 and it’s engaged to the promotion of theatrical culture, 

training in scenic arts and production of shows. The artistic director is the actress and director Lucia 

Catalano. AttorInCorso is particularly devoted to school and youth. It collaborates with primary and 

secondary schools and with the University of Calabria, where the company is based. Considering 

the theater as a means of emancipation, it conducts workshops with Aism and for the guests 

 

 

 

 
h. 05:00 am | Castello Aragonese 

SPAZIOTEATRO 

Amore love Psiche (50’) 

The Myth told by a young audience   

By and performed by Anna Calarco  

Directed by Gaetano Tramontana  

Puppets by Marcella Praticò 

 

This show, created and performed by Anna Calarco, under the direction of Gaetano Tramontana, it’s 

focused on the essential core of this ancient fable: the power of love over everything. Zephyrus, the 

wind servant of Cupid from a marginal role in the original story he becomes the narrator and the 

driving force of the story, bringing to our days a universal story: how Psyche had to overcome hard 

obstacles in order to protect her beloved and how she wasn’t alone. Psyche couldn’t have a happy 

ending without the whole universe helping her, since - as Erich Fromm says: "if love doesn’t produce 

love is an unlucky love". An invitation to live a young love with sincerity, without secrets and 

subterfuges, exalting the passion of the heart and not the outward appearances. The show is conceived 

as a hybrid form, a contamination between theater, narration and puppetry. With Marcella Praticò's 

puppets, portraying all the characters - Cupid / Love, Aphrodite, Psyche, the envious sisters and envy 

itself - Anna Calarco / Zephyr experiments an original approach to the story, while performing, at the 

same time, the protagonists of the story, the narrator and the same physical-theatrical space of the 

pièce. 
  

SPAZIOTEATRO was founded in Reggio Calabria in 1999 finalizing its activity to the production 

and distribution of theatrical performances, as organization of exhibitions and festivals, training of 

young actors. Il laboratorio dell’attore, born in 2000, it’s still one of the most significant training 

activities. SpazioTeatro made its debut with the premiere of its productions in January 2002: Ketty 

dolce Ketty !, an adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew by William Shakespeare. Since 2002 



SpazioTeatro has its residence in Reggio Calabria where it organises its first independent theatrical 

season, an activity that continues uninterrupted and that over the years it has seen guests from all over 

the country. Since 2010 the company has started a journey dedicated to the new languages of the 

children's theater: the annual exhibition SpazioTeatro Ragazzi and various productions aimed to a 

young audience. In 2017 it premieres in Reggio Calabria the first edition of the Ragazzi MedFest - 

Festival Mediterraneo dei Ragazzi: theater, cinema and literature. Among the latest kids theater 

productions: La vera storia del pifferaio di Hamelin, Amore love Psiche, Mastino e Biancaluna, Racconti 

delle stelle, Il vento magico.  

 

 
 

 

 

LABORATORI 

 

 

 

TEATRO E CRITICA LAB 

Laboratorio di scrittura critica a cura di Simone Nebbia (Teatro E Critica) 

28 MAGGIO > 2 GIUGNO  

dalle ore 10:00 alle ore 17:00 

 

L’INCHIOSTRO INVISIBILE 
Laboratorio di regia sulla lettura del testo drammatico a cura di Massimiliano Civica  

31 MAGGIO > 2 GIUGNO  

 

VOCE E POSTURA. RELAZIONI POSTURALI E FUNZIONALITÀ VOCALI 

laboratorio di voce e postura a cura di Fabio Di Stefano 

 

 

 

LABORATORIO KIDS  

 

28th of MAY > 31st of MAY from 05:00 pm to 08.00 pm  

1st of JUNE from 06.30 pm to 08.00 pm 

2nd of JUNE from 06.30 pm (final session) 

DENTRO LA BOTTEGA DI GEPPETTO 

Puppet Theatre Laboratory curated by Teatro della Maruca  

 

A way to approach theatre from a new point of view. A place to work by experimenting, making 

mistakes and creating. Starting from a classic loved by everyone, "Pinocchio", every single 

character will become a puppet created by children with recycled materials, maneuvered even by 

several people at the same time. The experience will end with the exhibition of those puppets 

enlivened by the kids themselves. A process that encourages imagination and eccentricity. 
 

TEATRO DELLA MARUCA was born in 2008 thanks to Angelo Gallo, Carlo Gallo and Alessio 

Totaro. In 2012 the company builds the first Spazio Off of Crotone district by organizing self-

financed theatre seasons. The company's vocation is strongly focused on a theater which speaks to 

adults and children, producing both puppet shows and standard theatrical performances. Their 

productions are reviewed by important theaters and national and international festivals such as the 

Warsaw Film Festival, Primavera dei Teatri, MittelFest of Cividale, International Festival Theater 

of Porto Sant'Elpidio, Arrivano dal Mare di Gambettola Festival and TetrOltre of Lamezia Terme. 

In 2014 Teatro della Maruca wins the Otello Sarzi Award with the show Zampalesta u cane 

tempesta. In 2016 is winner of the Castel Fiaba Award for the research and engagement to 



children's theater; it brings life to the first edition of the Laura Casadonte Theater Prize with the 

purpose of promoting the new national scene drama. In May 2016 the company manages the artistic 

direction of the first edition of Primavera dei Teatri Kids Festival. In December 2016 they organise 

the first edition of the festival of creativity and puppet theater of Crotone district (Calabria Puppet 

Festival). 
 

 

 

INCONTRI 
 

 

MERCOLEDÌ 30 MAGGIO  

dalle ore 10:00 alle ore 13:30 | Circolo Cittadino 
TRA LUCI E OMBRE. Nuovi scenari del teatro calabrese 
Incontro pubblico sulle politiche teatrali regionali tra gli operatori del settore e l’Amministrazione 

Regionale 
GIOVEDÌ 31 MAGGIO 

ore 11:00 | Teatro Vittoria  

IDENTITÀ SOTTO CHIAVE. LINGUA E STILE NEL TEATRO DI SAVERIO LA RUINA  

Presentazione del libro di Angela Albanese  

 

ore 16:30 | Circolo Cittadino 

EUROPE CONNECTION. LA DRAMMATURGIA EUROPEA IN CALABRIA  

Convegno internazionale sul nuovo progetto di Primavera dei Teatri realizzato in collaborazione con PAV – 

Fabulamundi. Playwriting Europe  

 

 

VENERDÌ 1 GIUGNO  

ore 11:00 | Teatro Vittoria  

IVREA CINQUANTA. MEZZO SECOLO DI NUOVO TEATRO IN ITALIA. 1967-2017 
Presentazione del volume edito da Akropolis Libri sul convegno ‘Ivrea Cinquanta. Mezzo secolo di Nuovo 

Teatro in Italia 1967-2017’, a cura di Marco De Marinis 

 


